
OPTICAL DIGITAL AUDIO CABLE 3 M
Prendeluz S.L.

Precio: 5,95€
Works with most standard and high definition devices with
Toslink ports

Otras características
Color: Negro
Longitud del cable: 3 metros

Descripción del producto
The digital optical audio cable is a fibre optic cable that uses intermittent pulses of light to transmit a
digitally encoded audio signal. The cable's multi-channel connection will send a DTS or Dolby Digital
soundtrack to an audio processor or audio/video receiver so you can enjoy a stunning surround sound
experience.this Toslink fibre optic cable works with most devices that have toslink ports. It allows you to
connect a multitude of electrical devices with digital outputs such as: video game consoles (Ps2, PS3,
Xbox, Xbox 360...) DVD players, stereos, home theatre systems, LCD flat screen TVs, satellite or cable TV
systems, etc.... Use the cable to connect a CD or Blu-Ray player, game console or other audio component
to an audio system, preamplifier or home cinema. You will enjoy the best sound quality! Immerse yourself
in your favourite movies, listen to your character's footsteps on your console or experience the music of
the moment! Made with a tough black PVC outer layer, the cable is corrosion resistant and has a shock
absorbing tube for added protection. Its gold-plated connectors allow for distortion-free playback of fibre-
optic digital audio. The sound quality is reliable, because compared to other electrical cables, the signal is
purer and therefore the transmission is interference-free and even more genuine than the original
recorded sound. The connectors offer comfortable grips for easy, flexible and lightweight handling, and
their tips include a rubber protection for when it is not connected. Easy and simple to use: just connect
each end to the corresponding port of the compatible device and you are ready to go! Maximum audio
quality can only be achieved with this 3 metre fibre optic cable. If you like to enjoy the highest quality and
maximum detail in sound... this is the product for you. Available in a variety of sizes.
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